
I think Visa capping is not fair to all the applicators who
lodged in the application already. They have their rights
to apply the visa according to their needs. And they
should get the original conditions and terms when they
lodged in. not capping them if the government wants. 
From the beginning, Australian government set up the
policies and benefits to attract all the students or people
from the world studying here and work here, and
guarantee them they could get the PR once they finish
the course or other objects. But now, the government
has totally forgotten what they promise and already get
what they want. Trying to cap the lawfully applications
through the lawmaking. Why? Are the students doing
something wrong? Are the other people not working
hard? No! The answer is no! They contributed their
sweat to this country. They contributed their harvest to
this country. Now the minister wants the power to ask
them leave quickly? It is not our country’s spirit. And not
they applicators’ want.
They love this country just like you; they contribute their
youth just like you. They do not want to leave, they want
to stay here to be one of the peace.
Previously, once they lodged in the applications that
means they are not affect by the change of the policies.
While this bill break this peace and serenity, making
they living in threat and disappoint every single day. 
I think it is not their fault. They spend sum of money to
study in this country, work in this county. They are right,
because the agents and the government express the
migration policy to them. And that’s way they are willing
to loan from the others or mortgage their houses, land
to move to this advocating freedom country. Should we
doubt, is it the message delay to express them? But they



are innocent. They do not know they policy is changing
every day while the agent and government not tell them
but ask them unnecessary to fear, Nothing serious. As
the result, they were fooled by the agent; they were
fooled by the government.
I hope my views could be express to the officer through
this submission.
Again, thank you for spending your time to reading this
submission. Wish you all have a nice day.


